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The 1978 campaign in Virginia for the
United States Senate seat held by retiring
Senator William S. Scott was influenced
directly by the outcome of the 1977
gubernatorial election.
Republicans, flushed with success from
John Dalton's decisive victory in that race,
had no difficulty in deciding to nominate
their 1978 senatorial candidate by a
party convention (their traditional
preference). 1 Heightened interest in the
nomination plus party rules allowing one
delegate vote to be split among as many as
five people made their state convention,
held in Richmond on June 2-3, one of the
largest such gatherings in American history.
One week later, Democrats met at the
College of William and Mary in Williamsburg
to nominate their candidate. Their decision
to nominate by convention rather than by
the customary primary reflected the view
that the 1977 primary had led to the
nomination of a Democratic gubernatorial
candidate (Henry Howell) who failed to
appeal to the broader November electorate. 2
Heavy spending in the 1977 primary also
had led to fund-raising difficulties for the
Democrats in the general election.
lFor a general discussion of party nominations in Virginia, see
Clifton McCleskey, "Party Nominations in Virginia," University of

Virginia News Letter, May 1978.
2S ee Alan Abramowitz, John McGlennon, and Ronald Rapo-

port, "Voting in the Democratic Primary: the 1977 Virginia
Gubernatorial Election," in Tod Baker, et aI., eds., Party Politics in

the South (forthcoming). This study found the Democratic
primary electorate to be unrepresentative of the general election
turnout. Despite the open primary, in which any voter could
participate, not only strong Democrats but also blacks and liberals
were disproportionately represented in the primary electorate.

INSTIT

Delegates to both party conventions in
1978 were elected at local conventions and
"mass meetings" held throughout the state.
Local Democratic meetings were held on a
single Saturday in April, while the
Republican meetings were spread out over a
period of several weeks. Any registered
'voter was eligible to participate in electing
delegates, although the Democratic party
did require those attending to sign relatively
weak loyalty oaths.

THE REPUBLICAN CONTENDERS

The 7,800 Republican delegates took six
ballots narrowly to award the party
nomination to Richard Obenshain,
widely perceived as the most conservative of
the four contenders. (Obenshain's tragic
death in an airplane accident two months
later resulted in the substitution of the
convention's second-place finisher, John
Warner, as the Senate nominee).
Obenshain, a former state party chairman
and architect of the GOP's recent election
successes, hoped to appeal to the coalition
of Republicans and conservative Democrats
who had elected governors Mills Godwin in
1973 and Dalton in 1977. Former Governor
Linwood Holton, a moderate, sought
support on the basis of his proven votegetting ability. Warner, who had served as
secretary of the navy and chairman of the
national Bicentennial commission during the
Nixon and Ford administrations, hoped that
the party fund-raising efforts made in 197677 by himself and his wife, actress Elizabeth
Taylor, would be rewarded by support for
the Senate nomination. Warner also hoped
to attract political newcomers to his
campaign. The fourth Republican candidate,
state Senator Nathan Miller of Rockbridge,
was generally viewed as an attractive, young
conservative hoping to establish himself as a
potential future statewide candidate.

THE DEMOCRATIC CONIENDFRS

From the beginning, former Attorney
General Andrew Miller, loser to Henry
Howell in the 1977 gubernatorial primary,
was seen as the Democratic frontrunner.
Miller hoped to add to his moderateconservative party base by appealing to
pragmatic liberals who saw him as more
electable than any of the liberal contenders.
State Senator Clive DuVal of Fairfax was
the main challenger to the left of Miller;
DuVal hoped to hold together the progressive wing of the party, which had dominated
the 1972 and 1976 state conventions. Other
candidates included Rufus Phillips, a former
Fairfax County supervisor who mobilized
farmers behind his pledge of support for 100
percent parity; former Delegate Carrington
Williams, also of Fairfax, who stressed fiscal
issues; and state Senator Hunter Andrews
of Hampton, whose campaign suffered
when he dropped out of the race briefly, only
to re-enter a few weeks later. Women's
rights activist Flora Crater and former
Fairfax County supervisor Fred Babson
never developed broad support but stayed
in the race until the last ballot.
By far the most surprising candidate was
Norfolk city councilman G. Conoly Phillips,
a "born again" Christian who announced his
candidacy only eight weeks before the mass
meetings. In its pre-mass meeting stages,
the Conoly Phillips campaign was almost
completely church based; Phillips did
virtually no campaigning among Democratic
party activists. On April 15, mass meetings
across the state, particularly in Tidewater and the Richmond suburbs, were
swelled with "born agains" who never before
had been active in politics, but who were
there "for Conoly." The size and intensity of
these Phillips caucuses may have shocked
the party regulars (the Phillips supporters
held prayer meetings and sang hymns during
the mass meetings in many localities), but
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they succeeded in giving Conoly Phillips the
third largest number of pledged delegates.
In Williamsburg, it took the seven losing
candidates only three ballots to determine
that Miller was too close to the nomination
to be stopped. Before the result of the third
ballot was announced, with Miller only
thirty-seven votes short of a majority, the
seven offered a show of party unity by
withdrawing in Miller's favor.

TABLE 1
Demographic Characteristics of Delegates
Republicans
(N=455)

Democrats
(N=481)

Age
18 to 29
30 to 49
50 to 59
60 and over

17%

18%

46

50

25
12

18
14

Sex
Male
Female

59
41

56
44

99.8

0.2

91
9

Religion
Baptist
Other Protestant
Catholic
Jewish
Other
None

16
62
11
1
6
5

19
46
13
3
10
9

Native State
Virginia
Other South
Border
North

50
12
7
31

53
13
6
27

Education
High School Grad
or less
Some College
College Grad
Post-Graduate

12
30
24
34

27
24
39

Income
$0-9,999
10-19,999
20-29,999
30-49,999
50,000 or more

3
21
26
33
16

9
26
28
26
12

THE VIRGINIA DELEGATE SURVEY

The use of nominating conventions rather
than primaries by both the Democratic and
Republican parties provided an unusual
opportunity for the authors to survey a
representative sample of Virginia party
activists. Five-page, self-administered questionnaires were distributed at the respective
convention halls to each city and county
delegation;- the ·numbe{-()f questionnaires
distributed was based on the number of
convention votes which each delegation
would cast. More than 900 delegates (455
Republicans and 481 Democrats) completed
these questionnaires. The candidate preferences of the Republican sample came
within two percentage points of matching
the preferences of the entire convention on
the first ballot. At the Democratic convention, a disproportionate number of
DuVal delegates responded. However, by
weighting these responses, we were able to
construct a representative sample of the
Democrats.
INTER-PARTY DIFFERENCES

delegate
survey
revealed
The
few differences in the socioeconomic
characteristics of the Democratic and
Republican delegates. Table 1 indicates
that the Democratic convention was slightly
younger, more female, and less wealthy than
the Republican. Little difference was found
in the educational attainments of the two
sets of delegates. Somewhat fewer Democrats were Protestant; slightly more
Republicans were born outside of Virginia.
One in eleven Democratic delegates was
black, but only two-tenths of one percent of
the Republican respondents was non-white.
While the socioeconomic characteristics
of the Democrats and Republicans were
quite similar, a more important question is
the ideology and issue positions of the two
parties. With the demise of the Byrd
Organization and the emergence of a viable
Republican party, Virginia politics is now
characterized by two-party competition in
statewide elections. The extent to which the
two parties have aligned themselves along
the liberal-conservative lines of the national
Democratic and Republican parties is less
clear, however. Most Democratic candidates for statewide office in recent years
have been either liberals or moderates, but
conservative Democrats remain influential
in the General Assembly.
As part of the survey, Democratic and
Republican delegates were asked to locate

Race
White
Black
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SOURCE: Virginia Delegate Survey conducted by the authors.
NOTE: The percentages within each category do not always total 100 percent due to rounding errors.

themselves on a five-point liberal-conservative scale. Table 2 shows that the two
groups differed sharply in their ideological
preferences. Over three-quarters of the
Republican delegates called themselves
somewhat or very conservative, while
almost half (46 percent) of the Democrats
considered themselves very or somewhat
liberal.
Actually, the ideological differences between the Republicans and Democrats as
shown in Table 2 may be understated. The
Democratic delegates included a substantial
number (about 16 percent of the total) of
Conoly Phillips supporters, few of whom
had been active in the Democratic party
prior to the 1978 Senate campaign. Most
did not even consider themselves
Democrats. Because the Conoly Phillips

delegates were much more conservative
than other Democrats, they are considered
as a separate group in Table 2 for the
purpose of analyzing inter-party differences.
Ideological labels can be misleading, even
if self-imposed. Therefore, the Democratic
and Republican delegates also were asked to
give their positions on fourteen specific
policy issues ranging from decriminalization
of marijuana and federally subsidized
abortions to wage-price controls and labor
law reform. On every issue, Democratic
delegates were substantially more liberal
than Republican delegates. When the
Conoly Phillips delegates are excluded, a
majority of the remaining Democrats took
liberal positions on twelve of the fourteen
issues, whereas a majority of Republicans
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delegates were liberal, fewer than 10 percent
of the Conoly Phillips delegates considered
Ideological Self-Identification of Democratic and Republican
themselves liberal. The greater liberal
identification of the DuVal and Rufus Phillips
Convention Delegates
delegates carries over to specific issues as
Democrats
Republicans
well. On each of the fourteen issues covered
in the survey, Miller delegates were more
Other
Conoly
All
conservative than delegates supporting
Democrats
Phillips
either DuVal, Rufus Phillips, or minor
(N=400 b)
(N=333)
(N=67)
(N=398)
candidates, but more liberal than Conoly
18%
0%
15%
0%
Very Liberal
Phillips delegates.
36
9
31
Somewhat Liberal
5
Given this ideological diversity among the
29
24
28
16
Middle-af-Road
supporters of the different candidates, the
13
54
20
43
Somewhat Conservative
lack of difference in the comparative ratings
4
13
6
Very Conservative
35
of
Senator Edward Kennedy and President
99% a
100%
100%
100%
Total
Carter is surprising. Excepting the Conoly
Phillips delegates, both Kennedy and Carter
were rated very favorably by supporters of
each Senate candidate, and little difference
SOURCE: Virginia Delegate Survey conducted by the authors.
could be found in the level of support given
either man by the delegates of the various
~ Rounding error
candidates.
Weighted N
Delegates in general tended to have
relatively
high levels of education and
THE
DEMOCRATIC
DELEGATES
took conservative stances on all fourteen
income. Within the Democratic party, there
issues. Conoly Phillips delegates usually fell
was also little variation by income or
Within the Democratic party, delegates
between those two groups, but closer to the
education. However, Conoly Phillips delesupporting the various candidates showed
Republican positions; on moral or lifestyle
gates did differ from other Democratic
significant
differences
in
terms
of
past
party
issues, they were the most conservative.
delegates, with a smaller proportion of
activity and political ideology. Only one in
A few examples will illustrate this point.
blacks and females. Interestingly, the
four Rufus Phillips delegates and only 1
With respect to national defense spending,
Conoly Phillips delegates were also the least
percent of the Conoly Phillips delegates
only 22 percent of the Republicans opposed
likely of any of the delegate groups to have
previously had attended a state convention,
a substantial increase, compared with
been born in Virginia or in the South, even
whereas a majority of the delegates favoring
opposition from 48 percent of the Conoly
though few of his delegates came from
other candidates had attended previous
Phillips delegates and 67 percent of the other
northern Virginia, the area with the greatest
conventions. The differences between
Democrats. Only 30 percent of the Republicans
This contradicts the
in-migration.
Rufus
and
Conoly
Phillips
delegates
and
favored efforts to redistribute the tax
assumption that Conoly Phillips delegates
those supporting other candidates also
burden, compared with 51 percent of the
were simply conservative, home-grown,
holds for other types of party activity.
Conoly Phillips delegates and 69 percent of
lifelong Virginia residents, mobilized by
Delegates supporting Rufus Phillips and
the other Democrats. Only 10 percent of the
Conoly Phillips had been less politically · Phillips' candidacy. Like the liberal northern
Conoly Phillips delegates favored
Virginia Democrats, the Conoly Phillips
active in the past than the delegates for
decriminalizing marijuana, however,
supporters are,.a relatively new element in
other candidates. This difference in activity
compared with 67 percent of the other
Virginia
politics.
seems
likely
to
carryover
into
the
future:
Democrats and 34 percent of the GOP
While almost three-quarters of the other
delegates. The two issues with the lowest
THE REPUBLICAN DELEGATES
delegates definitely planned to be active in
liberalism scores were numerical goals for
the
future,
fewer
than
one
in
three
Conoly
Although the Republican convention was
minorities (favored by only 10 percent of the
Phillips
delegates
and
fewer
than
three
in
five
almost
three times as large as the
Republicans, 22 percent of the Conoly
Rufus Phillips delegates plannned to do so.
Democratic convention, about the same
Phillips delegates, and 36 percent of the
However, considering the fact that nine in
proportion of Republican delegates as
remaining Democrats) and cuts in the
ten Conoly Phillips delegates have not been
Democratic delegates (four in ten) had
federal budget (opposed by approximately
active in past campaigns, and considering
attended a previous party convention.
the same respective margins). The average
their distinctiveness, the continued future
Furthermore, an identical percentage of
liberal score for all fourteen issues was 24
involvement of even one-third of them could
Republican and Democratic delegates
percent for the GOP delegates, 32 percent
have a significant effect on the Democratic
(about three in ten) had attended the last
for Conoly Phillips supporters, and 60
party.
major party convention (in 1976 for the
percent for all other Democratic deleDemocrats and in 1977 for the Republicans).
Miller and DuVal delegates, who mirrored
gates.
each other in party experience, differed
The conventions were, therefore, similar in
One other important conclusion can be
from the Rufus Phillips and Conoly Phillips
terms of the percentage of new delegates,
drawn from the findings presented in this
delegates. However, this same pattern does
despite the much larger size of the
section. Although Virginia Democrats do
Republican convention.
not hold in terms of political ideology. When
tend to be liberal in ideology and issue
the delegates were asked to locate themAlthough the new Republican delegates
positions, they do not show the same
selves on a five-point scale running from
were not distributed equally across
consensus demonstrated by their oververy conservative to very liberal, subcandidates, the differences are not nearly so
whelmingly
conservative
Republican
stantial differences within each of
great as with the Democrats. John Warner's
counterparts. Even after removing the
the above pairs emerged. Almost nine in ten
delegates were somewhat less likely to have
Conoly Phillips supporters, almost half of
DuVal delegates considered themselves
attended a previous convention' however
the Democratic delegates considered themliberal (with one-half of that number calling
on other measures of party ~xperienc~
selves middle-of-the road or conservative in
themselves very liberal), but only one in
(length of party activity, future activity,
political philosophy, and a substantial
three Miller delegates called themselves
campaign involvement), Warner supporters
minority of Democrats took conservative
liberal. While seven in ten Rufus Phillips
were indistinguishable from those of the
positions on most issues.
TABLE 2

16
other candidates. Unlike the Democratic
convention, no Republican candidate relied
on mobilizing individuals from outside the
party.
Ideological differences could be found
among supporters of the different Republican candidates, but these differences were
much less striking than for the Democrats.
In terms of ideological identification, Holton
delegates were clearly the most moderate;
but even here, none called themselves very
liberal, and almost two-thirds called themselves conservative. On the other side, nine
of ten Obenshain supporters called themselves conservative, and more than half of
these called themselves very conservative.
Looking at the fourteen issues, the overall
homogeneity of the party is again apparent.
There is not a single issue on which a
plurality of any candidate's delegates were
opposed to the plurali 01 the convention
delegates as a whole. Obenshain supporters
were consistently the most conservative,
and Holton supporters the most liberal; but
on only four issues (ERA, marijuana,
abortion, and defense spending) were these
differences large. With Obenshain's death
and subsequent replacement by Warner, it
is significant that Obenshain supporters
were ideologically most similar to Warner
supporters. However, though more conservative than Holton or Miller delegates,
Warner supporters were actually slightly
closer to Holton supporters than they were
to Obenshain supporters.

The strongest evidence of political differences within the Republican party comes
not from the issues, but from the delegates'
evaluations of Ronald Reagan and Gerald
Ford. Ford was rated "very favorable" by
about 45 percent of Holton's supporters, but
by only 32 percent of Obenshain's supporters.
In contrast, 63 percent of Obenshain's supporters, as compared with 20 percent of
Holton's supporters, rated Reagan very favorably.
The supporters of both Warner and Nathan
Miller fell in between. If Ford and Reagan are
the principal candidates for the next
Republican presidential nomination, the
Holton-Obenshain division could re-emerge
in the 1980 Virginia Republican convention.
As with the Democrats, Republican
delegates supporting the different candidates were very similar on demographic
variables. They all tended to be highly
educated and white, . h relatively high
incomes. The only difference is that Warner
supporters were the most likely to be born
outside of Virginia, a situation at least partly
attributable to Warner's base of support in
northern Virginia.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Economically and socially, Democratic
and Republican party activists in Virginia are
similar. Both groups are predominantly
white, male, and upper middle class,
although women comprise a large minority
in both parties. Ideologically, however, the

two parties are quite different. Delegates to
the 1978 Virginia Republican convention
were overwhelmingly conservative, while
Democratic delegates were predominantly
liberal. Internal divisions were much more
noticeable in the Democratic party, however, with moderates and conservatives
making up slightly over half of the delegates.
Given the ideological composition of the
Virginia Republican party, the nomination of
Richard Obenshain, considered the most
conservative contender, was no surprise.
Despite Obenshain's tragic death in the
early days of the campaign, the conservative
wing of the party is likely to remain
dominant. The nomination of Andrew Miller
by Virginia Democrats is less explainable in
terms of ideology. Most Democratic delegates perceived Miller as more conservative
than themselve . Man liberals supporteF7--Miller, however, as the only electable Democratic candidate. Miller's success in holding
together the diverse Democratic coalition
may determine the future course of the Virginia Democratic party. Another unknown
is the future role of the evangelical
Christians mobilized by Conoly Phillips.
Previously apolitical, this large group lacks
firm ties to either party. By remaining
in the Democratic party, entering the Republican party, or by acting as an independent force, the evangelicals have the potential to alter the landscape of Virginia
politics.
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